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ABSTRACT
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TITLE: Environmental Protection: Is the Army Prepared to Fight?

This paper reviews the nature of environmeuial hazards and the
incre.'sing levels of pollution found in the United States. Pertinent
environmental related-legislation, Executive Orders, and DD directives,
are analyzed to determine the National policy on environmental pro-

tection. The Army's Environmental Quality Program is addressed to
determine its coincidence and responsiveness to the National poli'ies.
It is concluded that the Army is indeed "prepared to fight." Tii

fact, the battle has been joined.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCIION

There has been a steadily increasing concern during the

past ten years over the quality of our environment. Apprehension

regarding mart's adverse impact on the ecosystem has been manifested

in a number of ways. The results of this concern have already had

direct and indirect effects upon the US Army, and more will follow.

-This paper will address the nature of environmental pollution, the

attendant public and governmental reaction, and the Army's response

at the highest levels to the challenge of protecting the quality

of our environment.

STATEMENT OF TE PROBLEM

Specifically the paper exinc the organization, charter,

and functions of these higher army levels to determine their

ability to ,atisfy the statuatory requirements and higher level

directives relating to environmental protection. It was my intent

in this research effort to gain a more objective insight into

environmental problems, and to identify those which are being or

should be addressed by the Army I was particularly interested

in how effectively the Army is moving to promote environmental

protection. The problem that I have addressed is "Has the Army

committed suffic'ent resources at its highest level to insure

efficient management and direction of those necessary programs

to meet environmental quality requirements?"

_ . .,



INVESTIGATIVE PROCEDURES

The bulk of my research and analysis has been accomplished by

reviewing books and periodicals on the subject of environmental

protection. There has been a- veritable outpouring of pertinent

publications in the past five years, sufficient to allow me to

affirm to myself, at least, that environmental protection is a

necessary thing. From these readings, it has been my intent to

accomplish two things: to extract and aggregate the more significant

environmental hazards that have driven public reaction leading to

legislative action, and to identify those major hazards that can

reasonably be attacked to some extent by the Army.

aIn ddition to the research of available documents, I have

had several interviews at Department of the Army to gain a better

ippreciation for the current organizational considerations affecting

that level-which impact on the problem of environmental protection.

ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER

The second chapter of this paper summarizes some of the more

significant eavironmental protection problems and explains why

they are getting to be bigger problems. From a review of these

problems it is rather simple to see why the public has become more

aware of the need for environmental protection and how this public

awareness has been translated into congressional action. The chapter

also identifies some direct and indirect reasons for the Army's

involvement in environmental protection.
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Several significant reasons fo' the A--y's involvements are

examined more fully in the third chapter. They are the rtatuatory

requirements derived from Congressional action, Excutive Orders,

and directives from the Department of Defense. Some of the more

important are summarized.

The fourth chapter identifies the resources' essentially in

personnel, the Army has committed to provide top level management

of the Army's environmental projects. Along with this assessment

is a review of the organizational structures and functional

charters as they exist at these levels.

The final chapter presents the conclusions of the author as

to where the Army stands on this rather new battlefield.

No significant assumptions have been made at the outse

Rather, facts and scieatific opinitns are presented from which

conclusions have been drawn.

[ . -3



CHAPTER II

THlE ECOSYSTEM IN JEOPARDY

"The earth's ecosystem is a giant thermodynamic machine

which--driven by sunlight--slowly evolved over a billion years or
I

so." Man-made contaminants and technology's assault upon the

earth are. causing a deterioration f our environment-affecting
2

the balance of the earth's ecological system. --There are many

ways to categorize the perils to the ecosystem; however, in the

following paragraphs I shall isolate these hazards into two groups:

pollution and man-tade landform changes.

POLLUTION

One autho.- defines pollution "... as ;-e process of

contaminating a-mkdium with impurities to a lesi desirable level

3
of quality." Pollution can take many forms and affect different

mediums. That is, poilution may be solid, liquid, or gaseous

contamination of the air, water, or earth. It may be thernal,

audible, or radiological. This paper will be.-orwerne4 primarily

with that pollution resulting from the c iof air,

water, and earth by solid, liquid, and gaseous pollutants.

AI0 POLLU'ION

4
"Air is man's most vital resource." As to whether or not

it is our most vital resource could be debated; however, that it

is indeed vital is beyond argument. And yet, each day in the

Unitod Statos we contaminate the quality of our air by introdtcing

4



noxious gases and harmful solid pollutants. For the most part the

contaminants result as man burns fuel to convert energy from one
-5

form to another.

What are the pollutants that afiect air and how are they in-

troduced? Among the more comilon contaminating gases that are

produced in maosive amounts are carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide.

The former is the prodt ct of complete combustion of organic fuels,

while the latter results from incomplete combustion. Carbon dioxide

is a natural constituant of air and man has adapted to living under

widely varying amounts of its presence. It is known that the

level of carbon dioxide concentraLic- in the air is one of many

factors influencing the earth's temperature balance. It is also

known that there has been a significant increase in the level of
6

its concentration. This has led to concern by some twt continued

increases will bring instability to the earth's tenerature balance
7

and result in a 'world warming trend." That such will happen has

noz been scientifically proven ar'd reains a topic of "intense

scientific discussion." Humans are iers toterant to carbon

monoxide; exposuro to 100 parts per million for suveral hours

can b- hazardous. The greatest contributor of this pollutant
9

is the motor vehicle. in 1966 the Department of Health, EducAtiou

and Welfare estimated tht 64.5 million tons of carbon monoxide

were produced by motor vehicles in the United States. The

appliable govertwwnt standards at chat tie allowed car iicanu-

fecturers to produce a vehicle that gtterated up to 79 grams of

cerbou% monxidu per vehicle mile. Those standards had bean

S)



9

'2 tightened in 1971 to no morc. than 23 grams per mile, a 70.9%

reduction. Such restrictions would, on the surface, reduce the

problem; however, the steadily increasing inventory of automobiles

<and trucks tends to offset the gain. In fact, the rising numbers

of vehicles are forcing more restrictive standards on the manu-
10

facturer. in recent weeks all major car manufacturers in the

United States have indicated their inability to meet the require-

ments set for 1975.

Of a more toxic nature, but produced in less massive propor-

tions than the two geses just described, are sulfur dioxide and

hydrogen sulfide. VI~a 4 ormer is produced primarily by the c'ombustion

of fossil fuels such as coal and oil, both of which contain sulfur

in varying but substantial amounts. The latter results pritarily

from industrial procosses and the decay of industrial wastes in

stagnant waters. Sulfur dioxide in its gasooua form is highly

irritating to wa's respiratory system and is tho leadtng suspect

in recent air pollution disasrtes. Lecauso it is readily convmrtod

in the atmosphore to sulfuric acid, it has a double potential ior

troublo, Hydrogen sulfide in high cocentrtations is a particularly

deadly gas. Fortunately, such concentrations ary rare. In 1967

tho Departtzac of Health, Rducation, aMs Welfare estimated tL.t
2.9 illion tons of sulfur axides were getteratad as a rosult of

fuel combustion iti a Stationary Source. About 18 millions of those
12

tons resulted from the oporation of power gonerating plants.

A number of tochniques to reduce the sulfur content of foossl



fuels are under consideratiin. Most recent estimates indicate

that even the more economical techniques still result in an

increased cost of the basic fuel by about $.75 per ton for coal

and $.50 per barrel for oil. Additionally, the extent of reduction

is generally ins ifficie:zc to reduce the pollution characteristics
13

substantially. Other techniques are being incorporated in power

plant stacks that desulfurize the stack gases; however, the expense

of the necessary eqvipment to accomplish this also increases the

14
cost of the product.

There are two oxider of nitrogen which are normally clasoifted

as pollutants: nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide. Nitric oxide

is created by the chc ical combination of nitrogen and oxysen Ihat

occurs when the two gases, are concurrently exposed to the high

tomp raturcs associated with efficient combustion processes such

as internal combustion engines. In tho atmosphere a ceapiex reaction

occurs, convtAing it ito nitrogen dioxide, a more tonic product.

In its latter form an acceptable axposure levol for brief periods

is two pares per million. of interest is that earlier politition

control devices lncorporatnd in automobiles conentrated on other

pollution by.pt4ucta and successfully reduced their level while

iitcreasing the amount of nitric oxlo generated. Efforts are
16

underway to bring tho latter inl lino with over rtghter.tng otanaards.

In addition to the gjStes Jescrib&, particulate matter alao

aerves a4 an air pollutant. Ouqt, soot, Luspanded herhicides and

pesticides, radioactivo matrIal, and edinuta pr ticlog (f oth4r

7



matter are included in this category. Not only do these

particles reduce local visibility, many are harr'.l both to
17

hvamans and other living things.

Air pollution is indeed a significant environmental problem

.kn the United States. In 1965 it was estimated that our national

cost for air poll-+ion was $11 billion, -resulting from damaged

crops and livestock, corroded metals and masonry, delays ii.
18

airline schedules, etc. it is no wonder that public opinion

was aroused and legislative actions were taken to address the

problem.

WATER POLLUTION

Water is another vital resour-e that is highly .-isceptible

co pollution. It is vital net simply for drinking but for agri-

z ultural and industrial purposes. It has been estimated that

97.1% of the earth's total supply of water is found in the oceans.

The remaining water is located in lakes, rivers beneath the

ground, and in the atmcaph- re and It is that water which Js most
19

critical to man. Pollution of our water resources most commonly

rcults from the dis-osal of untreated hamar and industrial -astes,

oil spillage, use of nitrogen fertilizers, and through thermal

aischarges.

The use of the word "eutrophication" has grown mnfre common

during the past deca, e. It refers to the aging of a body of
20

water; a natuxal process that can be hastened by mnn. Eutrophi-

cation occurs as water becomes overly enriched with nutrients in

the form of organic debris. As this debris decomposes, the

8



bacteria fostering the decomposition consume dissolved ox; en

in the water. When bacterial demands for oxygen to support

decomposition exceed the natural supply, anaerobic areas develop.

In these areas the oxygen-poor water will not support normal marine

life. Further decomposition in such waters is accomplished by

microorganisms that can function in an oxygenless environment,
21

resulting in putrefication with attendant foul odors.

* Scientists have been aware for sometime of the demands for

free oxygen dissolved in water to support decomposition of organic

wastes. Sewage treatment plants are a very direct result of this

awareness. At such plants, organic wastes are converted into

inorganic salts by using microbial decay organisms aud artificially

supplied oxygen. The inorganic salts resulting from this treatment,

basically nicrates and phosphates, can be released into natural

water systems without causing an immediate or direct requirement

for the free oxygen dissolved Ln the water. If we stopped there

we could be pleased with the result; however, the inorganic salts

serve as vital nutrients to support algae growths. These growths

demand oxygen, and we again find ourselves, indirectly, supporting
22

eutrophication.

n addition tD pollution that speeds the process of eutrophi-

cation, there are many other pollutants released into our water.

Non-degradable inorganic and synthetic organic chemicals resulting

from Industri~d processes fall into tlils categtiry. About two--

thirds of our water pollution problems are caused by manufacturing,

transtiortation, and agricultural activities. The remaining third

result from untreated municipal sewage.
2 3I9



It has been demonstrated by the British " that 15 tons

of oil--a neglible amount-dropped into a calm sea can cover 8

square miles in less than a week, and that oil Elicks can be traced
24

for many hundreds of miles." Fifteen tons does indeed seem a

negligible amount when you consider that super tankers will carry
25

about 800,000 tons of crude. Although existing naturally in the

sea there are bazteria which can decumpose petroleum base products

into harmless components, they are inadequate to cope with massive
26

demands createe by large oil spills. crude oil is an extremely

coplex m=xure of natural products, with a diverse potential for
27

da-gig -eine ecology. We have all seen on television the

cr ude cil on marine birds. These effects have been

i &w 'o ed. Lesser documentation exists in the longer

fterts of oil on marine life - and on the transition of

-i a, f ttd rarine life to human food. There are indications that even

± i. concer:rations of certain of the hydrocarbon constituents of

oil products can produce dramatic and devastating effects on marine
28

species and to other species dependent upon te marine food chain.

At a time when the world is looking more and more to the sea for

sustenance, it would seem prudent to explore mcre fully the effects

of oil spills on marine life and to develop safe countermeasures

to combat spills quickly. This seems pLrticularly important now as

ever greater quantities of oil are being produced off-shore and

are being transported by large tankers from producing country to

consumer.

10



Most knowing Americans are impressed with the abilities and

efficiencies of our agricultural sector. So much is produced to

feed so mai.y--and with such a small amount of arable land and

minimum impact on the Labor base. Although a great deal of the

success can be attributed to advan-es in farm machinery and

development of more productive strains, a portion of the sL cess

can be directly linked to the development of inexpensive cqmn%:rcial

fertilizers. There are indications that over-applicatio, of these

inorganic nitrogen fertilizers produces a surplus of nitrates in

Lhe soil which drain into adjacent streams and rivers. The nitrate

levels of ground water near farms where heavy fertilizer applications

have been made also tends to rise. In the latter case, this has

been cause for some alarm in the Corn Belt. For nitrates, when

ingested by humans, are converted by intestinal bacteria into

nitrites--a poisonous form. Nitrites affect the osygen transport

capability of the blood, and can cause asphyxiation or death,
29

particularly in infants. Another suspected subsidiary effect

of inorganic nitrogen fertilizers is potential damage to the
30

nctural nitrogen fixation bacteria in the soil. Fertilizer

manufacturers have challenged both charges, indicating that there

is no conclusive evidence that synthetic fertilizers affect either
31

the ground water or the soil bacte'i3. Cc:.tainly there appears

a reasonable need for additional research in this rea.

11



'A final significant pollution nazard for v-ater is heat. lermal

discharges from industry and power production facilities contribute

to this hazard, with power plants being the larger or the two con-

tributors. In late 1969 it was estimated in the United States

that some 60 trillion gallons of water were used for cooling purposes
32

alone in industry and power plants. When you consider that we

* -have an estimated available supply of water in tVis country of

about 438 trillion gallons each year, you can see the significance
33

of the amount of water being used for heat dissipatic L. In most

bodies of water, the natural temperature changes tl'at take place do

so 4n a gradual manner, over a range of from 28°F to a normal
34

maximum of 100°F. Higher forms of marine life generally cannot
35

live in water with zemperatures above 95°F. Rapid changes in

water temperatures can provoke devastatig effects in rarinc life.

It is not uncommon for thermally operated power nlants to raise the

temperature of their coolant waters by as much as 30°F. Discharges

in quantity at this higher level can produce adverse .!fects in

U the immediate marine community. Higher ambient temperatures in

water also increase the speed of eutrophication, as described
37

earlier in this chapter.

LANDFORN CHANGES

-
_I --

With the advent of the bulldozer and other modern earth

moving equipment, man has the wherewithal to make marked changes

in the earth's face. Some changes have undoubtedly done grievous

12
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harm zo nature, while others have aided not just nature, but also

man. It should be pointed out ti.,t nature herself makes topographical

changes without any help from man. Among some of the more signifl-

cant landform changes brought about by wan are: the encroachment

into the marshy areas along the national seaboard, strip and open-

pit mining for minerals, and canal and dam const:-uction. In the

case of man s impact on marshes, we are gobbling them up to rcclaiw

them for construction of houses, airports, and factories. Since a

substantial number of marine animals are directly dependent on

mar:hes for their existence and an een 1,r ger number is indirectly

dependent, there is reasonable concern about the need for protecting
38

marshes.

As of 1 January 1965, there were an estimated 3.2 million acres

of land in the United States directly disturbed by surface mining.

It was estimated that this amount would increase by approximately
39

153,000 acres per year. No matter how you look at it, these are

impressive figures.

A final pollution problem worthy of note is man-made solid

waste. in the United States last year there were more than five

billion tons of cans, bottles, cars, paper, etc., that ended in

the garbage pile. The pile is growing percentage-wise twice as

rapid!y as our gross national product. It was estimated that in

1972 it would cost US municipalitics about $6.4 billion to dispose

of solid wastes. Althoogh a number of approaches are being taken to

solve this particular problem, none of the apparent solutions are

inexpensive. It still remains less expensive to dispose of this
40

waste conventionally than recycle it.

13



CAUSES FOR INCREASED POLUITION LEVELS *

There are three basic reasons for pollution levels in the United

.States to be on the increase Our 0p6pulation has been steadily

increasing, certainly not as rapidly as in the many lesser developed

countries, but rapidly enough so that in cotboination with other

factors, population growth is a contributor. A second factor is ,the

increasiig affluence of this increasing .populatior. We have more

cars. more televisions, more air conditioners, more of everything.

To satisfy the demands of anaffluent population can lead to many

41
. environmental problems. The third, and final, bas:.'c reason for

pollution increase is the explosion of technology which has oc-urred
42

since the end of World War II.

F. - Although the experts might disagree as to which of these factors

Tw.as r.he leading cause for llution increases, they; all generally cite V
- "

the three. There are some indications in the United States that our

papulation growth rate is on the decline and that the campaign for
43

zero population growth is making progress. Nevertheless, the life

z.stylg-of those that are here is such that we consume materials and
44

* eftrey more voraciously than anywhere else in the world.

' Doctor Barry Comoner, one of our country s more active environ-

, menta4zits, argues strongly that our expanding technology far out-

- .CbAdolfs"population and affluence as the force behind our current

dilnmia. This has occurred as we have shifted dramatically to the

!.es'ofpsynthetic products rather than natural ones. Our increasing

14
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4
use of synthetic materials in textiles rather than cotton and wool

has led to higher pollution levels. The manufacturing process to

make these synthetic fabrics requires considerable heat and energy,

and many of the chemicals and catalysts used in the process eventually

45 -

end up in waste water-or exhaust gases from the plants. Our

switch from natural soaps to detergents, with the latter's non bio-

degradable properties, led to problems such as foamy discharge waters

finding their way to our natural water systems. The phosphates ii

the deergents also served as nutrients to support algae blooms in
46

our lakes and streams. Virtually all man-made synthetics are not
47

degradable in nature. They s~mply do not disappear rapidly. They

are only a few of the indicators cited by Mr. Commoner.

REACTION TO INCREASED POLLUTION

The authors of It's Not Too Late have said that:

We have reached a point as human beings where
we realize that man's existence on earth
depends not only on his ability to adapt to
his environment, but on his ability to change
it. Man has applied his accuaulated knowledge
to compress time and distance, to convert
resources and to alter and divert the flow of
nature toward more convenient or suitable
patterns. This enormous capability differ-
entiates man from all other animals and has
inflated his sense of superiority to the
point of ecological arrogance.4 8

And now it appears tCat the arrogance is beginning to yield

to a new awareness of the dangers that I have just described. Frank

M. Potter, Jr., recented noted that:

15'.



It is difficult to find a newspaper today that
doesn't have at least one story on environmental
problems. People who read these stories react
to them and, with increasing :equency, their

0 reaction is sympathetic. Environmental concerns
are no longer the private preserve of the bird-

watchers: the same bell tolls for us all.
4 9

Polls conducted in 1969 by two different organizations commissioned

by the National Wildlife Federation confirmed an active concern on

the part of the public, varying directly with income and indirectly
50

with age. A more recent poll conducted by the Army War College

of four thousand officers indicated that pollution of our environment
51

was perceived as one of the ten greatest dangers to the country.

Individual interest and concern has led to group interest and

action, Coalitions of citizens have brought pressure on utilities,

local politicians, national legislators, private corporations -- all

out of environmental concern. Power plants planned for construction

have been delayed. Airports under construction have been stopped

completely. Greater amounts of federal funds are being made available
52

for environmental projects. Many of these actions have been taken

.!as a direct result of concerned citizens.

A number of national environmental organizations have been

formed. Among the more significant are the Sierra Club, the Defenders

of Wildlife, the Audubon Society, Nature t., servancy, the Friends of

the Earth, and the American Conservation Association. There are

many others, some twenty in all. They represent a diverse range
53

of interests and are not truly united in their efforts. Nonethe-

less, some are developing increasing potency, such as the Sierra
54

Club and Audubon Society.

16



All of this public concern has been felt ir government. A

number of significant bills have been passed by Congress. A number

of Executive Orders have been issued by the President. Both will

be discussed more fully in the next chapter.

Additionally, a "troika" has been formed in Washington to

address environmental problems. Members include the Council of

Environmental Quality (concerned with policy), the Environmental

Protection Agency (concerned with regulation of pollution), and

- -the National Oceanic and Acinorspheric Admiuistration (concerned with

long range research). Their composite budget for fiscal year 1973
55

runs slightly over $2.7 billion.

Certainly there has been a reaction to the increased pollution

hazards facing the country. What has been the impact on the Army

of all this reaction?

HM THE ARMY IS INVOLVED

Receipt of criticism on environmental matters is one way the

Army is involved. Deputy Under Secretary of the Army H.L.T. Koran

has said, "rho Army, as an organization, has been charged in several

quarters as being environmental Public Evemy No. 1. These charges

stermed from activitiez such as nerve gas leaks and Corps of Engineer
56

construction projects." Some critics have broadened the target
57

to level the same charge at the entire defense establishment.

The Arny also becomes involved as it prepares excess real

property for return to civil authorities for disposal ard sale.

17



Charges of "litterbug" have been lodged against the Army in past

transactions of this kind. Some evidence exists that damage is

inflicted upon buildings at the Army's own hand as it departs from

excess installations. Specific examples have been cited at discon-

tinued air defense missile sites where the extent of damage was

such that the renovation costs to restore structures to a useful

condition prevented their reuse. Time Magazine has gone so far as

to suggest that,"A lot of military leftovers that now litter the

American landscape could well be picked up--by the idle hanrs of
58

thousands of GI's or gobs."

The Army, institutionally, must operate under the constraints

imposed by the statutes discussed in the next chapter. As the

responsible governmental agent for considerable Federal acreage

and facilities, the Army must meet the environmental quality standards

of these statutes. Exhaust gas haz;-rds from power plants have to

be eliminated. Sewage must be treated. Industrial facilities, such

as aumnunition plants, which are owned by the Army but operated by

contractors, are also an Army responsibility.

The Corps of Engineers, as the government's principal engineering

and construction agency, also has a vital role to play in enviroimental

matters. Harbor construction and maintenance, flood control efforts,

dam and canal construction, and navigable waterway projects are but

a few of the reasons the Corps is involved. The nature of these

efforts requires the Army to consider and solve complex ecological
59

problems,

18



~~SUMMARY-'

Certainly there are many environmental hazards facing the

nation today. Some of the moi+e significant have been addressed to

this chapter. Because of the magnitude of the many environmental

problems there has dcveloped a growing ecological awareness.

This awareness has led to Congressional action that imposed con-

straints on all sectors in the United States to assist in the

abatement of pollution. The Army has found itself involved in

the fight.

19
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CIA.P TER III

NATIONAL LIMMIROUNAL POLICY

The purpose o": this chapter is to summarize the broad framework

of prevailing policy esta.blished at th-a national level that affects

* the 'US Army. To do this i sh.Zll describe some of the s.6gaific-ant

features of the more impartant public lavs, along-with some of the

pe'rtinent Executive Orders issued by the Prerident, Additionally,

prevailing Department of Defense policy relative to environmental

quality will be reviewed. There are certain controversial issue,$

not lully resolved that will be discussed also, as they have the

potential of influencing the Army's involvement in the future.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Although some of the most meaningful legislation regarding

environmental qaality has been recent, Federal legislation on the

subject can be traced back to an 1899 law which prohibited the
1

dumping of ga::bage in navigable waters. However, until the early

1950's the burden of enviitonxnental clean-up was on the state and

municipal governments. There has been a growing recognition of

the limited capability of local governments to cope with complex
2

environmental problems. This has led to an increasing amount of

power and responsibility being absorbed by the Federal government.

As Mr. J.C. Davies, III, puts it, "There is every indication that
3

this trend will continue."
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STATUTES

Certainly one of the most important pieces of legislation

in recent years to influence environmantal qualiLy IR the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). The purposes of NEPA

are:

To declare a national policy which will encourage
productive and enjoyable harmony between man and
his environment; to promote efforts which will
prevent or eliminate damage to the environment
and biosphere and stimulate the health and

welfare of man; to-enrich the understanding

of the ecological systems and natural resources
-important to the Nation; and to establish a

Council on Environmental Quality.
4

Among its nther features is the expliciL requirement for

what has become known as the "Environmental Impact Statement."-

This particular requirement specifies that detailed statements

on environmental impact must be included in proposed legislation

affecting human environment. This requirement grew out of

recognition that the environment's complexity is such that inter-

agency coordination and multidisciplinary reviews are necessary to
5

insure that ecologically sound results can be insured.

In the Water and Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970,

two additional significant steps are taken. Title I of the Act

addresses water quality, establishing guidelines for control of

pollution from oil, hazardous substances and chemicals, and sewage

from vessels. Additionally, Congress charges in this act that:

24
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Each Federal agency (which term is used in this
section includes Federal departments, agencies,
and instrumentalities) having jurisdiction over
any real property or facility, or engaged in
any Federal public works activity of any kind,
shall, consistenE with the paramount interests
of the United States as determined by the
President, insure compliance with applicable
water quality standards and the purposes of
this act in the administration of such
proparty, facility, or activity.

6

In Title II of this same act an Office of Environmental Quality

was established to provide a professional and administrative staff to
7

support the Council on Environmental Quality.

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 were

the next major set of rules developed by the Congress. The objective

of the Act was "to restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and

biological integrity of the Nation', waters." This particular Act

tightened even further the standards included in Public Law 91-224,

and established target dates for attaining pollution free natural

waters. Certainly this has been the most comprehensive environmental

legislation to date. The Act authorized $24.6 billion to be expended

*to clean up the nation's lakes and rivers. Because of Presidential

concern over the potential cost of this legislation theie was a veto
9

which was overridden by Congress. Subsequent to the veto the

President ordered that certain of the money authorized for expenditure

be impounded by the Environmental Protection Agency, allowing only

$2 billion of the $5 billion authorized to be allotted. This move
10

by the President has drawn sote sharp Congressional criticism. It

remains a contested issue at the present.
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The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 (Public Law 91-604) directed

the Environmental Protection Agency to conduct research programs on

techniques to reduce air pollution and to develop National ambient

air quality standards. The Act also pressed for control of air

pollution from federal facilities, comparable to water pollution
11

controls as described in conjunction with Public Law 91-224.

Title IV of Public Law 91-604 addressed the problem of noise

abatement. It directed the conduct of research and studies by the

Environmental Protection Agency on noise and its effects on public

health and welfare. It also required that any Federal Agency involved

in any activity that produces noise sufficient to bea public nuisance

must consult-with the Environmental Protection Agc y to :etermine a
12

means for noise abatement.

Before discussing the Executive Orders that grew from these

statutes, it would be appropriate to point out that there are con-

troversial issues o r than the Presidential impounding of funds

discussed earlier. The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

was invoked to stop the $3 billion trans-Alaska pipeline and $400

million Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway. This Act plus others are

causing delays in other major efforts. Congressmen whose districts

have been hit by the delays are beginning to have -ome second
13.

thoughts. In mid-1970, an estimate was made as to the total cost

of the required pollution clean-up in the United States. The price

tag was $71.3 billion, over the next five years. This represented
14

the total required investment from the public and private sectors.
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Mr. Andrew F. Brimmer, a member of the Board of Governors of the

Federal Reserve System, has estiaated that the cost to industry over

the same period will run $45 billion of the $71.3 billion total.

It is reasonable to expect some initiatives on the part of some

-7 , ngrssmen to relax the existing standards, because of pressure they

feel from their influential constituents that may be affected by

the laws.

Another pressure has developed recently because of the so-called

"energy crisis." This has brought about review and relaxation of air

f pollution standards in some parts of the United States. The relaxation

has made it possible to burn fuels with higher than acceptable sulfur
16

content.

Notwithstandi-ng this resistance and backlash it is unlikely that

any substantial changes in direction of the National effort will occur.

The statutes will remain virtually unchanged, and will serve as a basic

force for improved environmental quality.

-MEECUTIVE ORDERS

In Executive Order 11507, President Nixon directed that

*" . the Federal Government in the design, operation, and maintenance

of its facilities shall provide leadership in the nationwide effort

to protect and enhance the quality of our air and water resources."

This order translated Public Law 91-190 as well as the Clean Air Act

and Federal Water Pollution Control Act into directives for all govern-

mental agencies and was signed on 5 February 1970. The Executive
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Order required that air and water pollution be reduced to existing

statuatory standards by 31 December 1972, or that effofts be

underway by that time to meet the standards.

A month later Executive Order 11514 was issued which defined

additional responsibilities for the Council on Environmental Quality.

It also directed that other Federal agencies would coordinate as

18
necessary on all actions affecting the quality of the environment.

In December 1970, the President issued Executive Order 11574,

directing the implementation of a permit program to "regulate the

discharge of pollutants and other refuse matter into the navigable

waters of the United States or their tributaries and the placing
14

of such matter upon their banks." This particular order places

very specific responsibilities upon the Secretary of the Army,

zauthorizing him to grant, deny, condition, revoke, or suspend

permits depending upn the circumstances surrounding the applicants
20

request.

Executive Order 11602, signed on I July 1971, directed that the

Environmental Protection Agency maintain, publish, and circulate a

listing of offenders of the Clean Air Act. The Order further directed

that no government contract be awarded to any firm whose name appears

21
on a current list. The significance of the Order is obvious.
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DOD ENVIRO OENTAI QUALITY PROGRAM

With the increasing emphasis on environmental matters a position

for a Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Environmental Quality

was created under the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Health and

Environment). This move, in October 1971, allowed the consolidation

of all DOD environmental quality policy formulation and established

a single point of contact within the Department of Defense for

coordinating with the Council of Environmental Quality and the

Environmental Pro ection Agency. This DOD office is responsible. for

implementing Executive Branch guidance concerning environmental

quality and providing managem±nt control of the DOD Environmental
22

Pollution Control Committee. This committee was formed with

representation from the Office, Secretary of Defense, and frcm the

military departments, to insure "rapid coordination of requirements

levied on the DOL by nonmilitary .gencies and for developing and
23

reviewing pollution abatement programs."

Environmental quality policy has been established by the

Department of Defense. The policy requires the services:

1. To control pollution from DOD controlled facilities.

2. To demonstrate leadership in pollution abatement within

the DOD components.

3. To cooperate with local communities as well as Federal

Agencies.
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4. To incorporate environmencal pollution prevention measures
24

in design of weapon systems, military materiel, etc. Additionally,

the policy requires:

_Where resources to accomplish pollution control
are limited, priority of effort will be afforded
in accordance with the following order:; (1) those
situations which constitute a direct hazard to
the health of man; (2) those having economic
implications; and (3) these which affect the
recreational and esthetic value of our natural
resources 25

In August 1971, DOD issued directive 6050.1 which delineated

responsibilities for the preparation of environmental impact state-

ments. The directive implemented the guidelines originally established

in the NEPA (Public Law 91-190) which were further refined by the
26

Council of Environmental Quality. This directive specifically re-

quired the inclusion of environmental considerations in the decision-

making process, to insure minimal adverse environmental impact of any

action. Under this directive, when it appears that the action may

significantly affect the envlronment or be controversial because of

the potential impact, it is required that detailed statements be
27

prepared and submitted. The only obvious exception to this require-

ment is:

Combat or combat-related activities in a combat
zone, riot control activities, and other emergency
activities do not require environmental statements.
However, the intentional disposal of hazardous
substances or of other materials in the oceans
shall not be construed to be combat or combat-
related activities 28

SUMMARY

The Public Laws and Executive Orders described herein have

brought considerable emphasis and Impetus to environmental quality.
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The Department of Defense, based upon the statuatory and executive

requirements, has developed a comprehensive environmental quality

program applicable to all services. The effects of these influences

upon the Army will be addressed in the next chapter.
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"' ~/ THE ARM4Y'S EFFORT

This chapter addresses the Army's enviromental quality program.

Existing national policy and Department of Defense guidance were

described in the previous chapter. The actions taken by the Army to

translate these guidelines and directions into achievements that

*enhance man's environment are many, and some of the more important

willbe escibe. Hw teseefforts aebigdrce n o

they mesh with the goals and priorities of the national policymakers

will also be addr.,ssed in thtL following paragraphs.

EN QR-7:ALAA ACTONS

"4'rho actions taken by (lie Army thus far can be generally divided

into to groups: those coaducted by military activities and thos.a

condu~cted or directed by the Corps of Engineers as a part of the Civil

Works program.~ The ectious Laken by both are generally parallel and

reinforcing, oriented sigainst tho types of pollutiou described in

Chapter l1,

AIR POLLUTION CON'.TOL

During thd period FY 1968 through FY 1972 the Apny expend-od

$28.4 million toward the elimination of air pollutant emissions at

.ta installations. Another $32.1 million is included in the FY 1913

Army budget f,r the current fiscal year, This is idicative of the

growing emphasis beiAV placed on weeting enviroxwental staiudards.
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In addition to addressing the clear'-up of air at 1. _. installa-

tions, there are a numnber of other efforts being taken in the fight

against air pollution by the Army.

The Environmental Hygiene Agency, located at Edgewood Arsenal,

Maryland, maintains special monitoring teams in each CUNOS army

area. These teams are equipped to take air and water emission base-

* line msasurements, conduct analytical studies, and assist in the

development of revised criteria to meet the necessary environmental

quality standards. The analytical effort by this agency supports the

design effort by the Office, Chief of Engineers, assisting the Corps
2

in the design of imuproved pollution ahatement equipment.

Army specifications prescribing sulfur content of fuel oi!3 have

been revised to an even lower level., This was done to reduce the
3

sulfur dioxide emissions from boiler plant stacks. Unleaded gasoline

is now available at all Army installations for use in all equipment

where tests have shown that it would -not be harmful to equipment. Retail

outlets at all instal.lations, as well, have low-lead or no-load gasolive

available for r%,aale to their customers. The Armny is currently con-

V ducting tests to determine the capability of its tactical vehicle
4

fleet to per'form on unleaded gasoline.

Arty Regulation 11-21 directs that environw !nal pollutlon pro-

vention =.aur-es must be incorporated into thie b41, design of

military material.. The characteris ties of the, pollution con~tro.

devices are to be addiressed in appropriate reqtuiretaomts out;uI

for nuierial. This requirement applies to to-:tical aind a nm %t~v
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vehicles and to tactical construction equipment. The Army follow~s

the lead of-.the US Ai-' Force for most aircraft air pollution

reduction measures; howover, there are several programs related to

aircraft peculiar co the Army. Most of the-Army's aircraft programs

result from-desires to reduce the aircraft's signature or noise for
5

tactical rather than environ~mental reasons.

WATER POLi ,ION CONTROL

The Army has been engaged in reducing water pollution for'a

number of years at its installations'. Executive'Order 11258 in

November 1965, requ;;,rcd che development ac, a five-year plan for

improvement of installation waste treatment facilities. During the

period FY 1968 - nY 1971 the Army expended $55.8 million for the

installations' water clean-up efforts. Another $36.5 million is in

the FY 1973 budget. It appears that the Army has met the target

date of 31 December 1972) specified in Executive Order 11507, for
6

actions to be underway with respect to water pollution abatement.

From a materiel standpoint, the Army has c'irtain equipment

such as small vessels, that have a high water pollution potential.

The Navy is the lead agency for dove taping abatemert techniques

for much of this equ~pment, and the Army monitors and follows their

Va.The Armiy Hateriel Cownand is rc-sponsible for implementing

requirementis in Arm), v,.nsels and small craft to minimize the threat

of'oil spills. The itaisters of these vessels are prohibited from

pumping btlges contain'ing oil or othe-r p,31lutanta Into bays, harbors,
7

lakes, or ivrs.
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There are several active research projects being conducted by

the A-my to reduce pollutant levels reaching natural waterways.

Gac of these projec-ts is being conducted by th2. Army's 1obilizy

Equipment Resez.---' and Developmental Center (MERDC) in conjunction

with the Office o. the Surgeon General. The goal is to develo;2 a

prototype wacer and waste management system to treat the effluents

(less human waste) from a 400-bed field hospital and return them to

drinkable quality. Another IERDC project in the development of a

multipurpose, mobile, package sewage treatment plant for use on--
8

shore or on Army vessels. The Army Materiel Command through the

Munitions Conand has also been pressing to reduce pollution

associated with the Army:s ammunition production facilitie6. Two

solutions have been developed by the Munitions Coarnand for the

"red-water" pollution associated with TNT production, which remains
9

as the most heavily used explosive in military munitions.

At Hunter Liggett Military Reservation in California, a spray

irrigation project was completed in June 1972, that has interesting

potential. The facility di-perses treated effluent from an on-post

sewage disposal facility. The nitrates and phosphates in this

disinfected effluent provide nutrients to the soil. Additionall/,

the water in which the nutrients are dispersed increases the moisture

level of the soil above its nsormal. The result has been improved

foliage in the treated area and a zero discharge of pollutants into
10

the near-by river, which previously received the treated sewage.
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As indicated in Chapter III, --\ecutive Order 11574 directed

that the Secretary of the Army establish a Federal discharge permit

system to regulate polluting effluents reaching navis-" e waters of

S -the United States. The Cot-ps of Engineers has the responsiility for

implementing this requirement and is conducting an investigation of

industrial plants to determine their status. Federal agencies involved

in manufacturing are not exempt foIom this permit requirement.

C(NTROL OF OTHER H ARDS

There is Army invol,,ement in other than the programs and projects

just described. The involvement ranges from re-writing Army Regula-

tions so that they coincide with new environmental protection guide-

lines to research and study requiring considerable commitment. Some

of the more significant efforts are described below:

1. Research relating to noise pollution-is being conducted by

the Surgeon General, the Chief of Engineers, and the Army Material

12
Command. Medical and mecbanical aspects are being considered.

2. Th! Army, through conrractors, operates a- number of manu-

facturing plants. In addition to disposal of toxic subjstances, such

as those described earlier, the manufacturing plants also 1. )duce

sizeable amounts of other solid wastes. In the Army's plant moderni-

zation program, efforts are being made to minimize this type waste.

The Army is also conducting research in advanced incinerators to bt.rn
13

certain of the moi'e difficult solid wastes without polluting the air.
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"3. The Army is exploring the potential of recycling wastes

on an Army-wide basis. At present some of the manufacturing processes

mentioned in the preceding paragraph take advantage of recycling some

of the wastes. The bulk of the Army's accomplishments in this area

have been more "reclamation" than recycling. Nevertheless, the

investigations to broaden the recycling potential of the Army. may

lead to other important gains. The Army's lack of success in this
14

* problem area is not unreasonable. BreakthroughL. will require

considerable Federal investment in research which is being sponsored
15

through the Environmental Protection Agency.

4. The Corps of Engineers is conducting re.s,-irch in a number of

areas relatin! to their Civil Works activities. Among some of the more

interesting are: (1) the development of air" diffusion techniques

to mechanically aerate lakes and reservoirs, thereby improving oxygen

quality of the water; (2) the developmen of a mathematical model to

optimize spillway geometry, reducing nitrogen supersaturation that

occurs as a result of less than optimal design, thereby reducing the

impact of nitrogen-rich waters on fish life along rivers where dams
16

are operated.

THE ARMY'S POLICY

The Army's policy on environmental protection is enunciated

in Army Regulation 11-21. It coincides identically with the policy
17

of Department of Defense as described in Chapter III of this paper.
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Policy formlation in the past has been performed by the Deputy

Chief of Staff for Logistics, the designee for principal staff

responsibility within the Department of the Army Staff. It appears

that a change will soon come, transferring this policy formulation
18

responsibility to a newly formed Army Environmental Council.

THE ARMY 'S PROGRAM

There exists no single document in the Army that defines the

totality of the Army's Environmental Quality Program. Yet, a program

exists as evidenced by the numerous Army directed actions that were

just discussed. Deputy Under Secretary of the Army Henry L.T. Koren

has described the conceptual frame', rk within which all of these

efforts fall. This framework recognizes that:

The envirotnment is a single system, with air,
land, and water interacting and affecting --

and being affected bv -- the human development
placed in the system. The environmental system,
for planning purposes, is closed; nothing can be
"thrown away." Thus, unwanted materials or
wastes (pollutants) must be either recycled
and reclaimed or confined and contained so that

they do not migrate to cause other environmental
pollution. Pollutants are potential resources

out of place which, if relocated, can take on
renewed value; for example, the nutrients

discharged into our lakes, which cause accelerated

aging, are valuable when used as fertilizers,

and stimulate crop growth when relocated on

farm land.19

More than falling within this framework, they each satisfy program

objectives which Mr. Koren identified when addressing an Environmental

Workshop in Atlanta, Georgia on 12 January 1973. As Mr. Koren

indicated, these o',jective6 are: (1) The assumption of a leadership

40
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position for the Army in environmental matters; (2) the attainment

of "zero" pollution from Army installations; (3) the encouragement.

-)f waste recycling; (4) the use of installation facilities to

support local co-mnitics in the solution of their environmental

problems; and (5) the encouragement of individual and unit participa-

tion in on-post, as well as off-post environmental improvement
20

efforts.

THE ARMY'S ORGANIZATION

In late Pay of 1972, Mr. Kenneth BeLieu, the Under Secretary of

the Army, signed:a memorandum as Acting Secretary of the Army,

( appointing Mr. Henry L.T. Koren, the Deputy Under Secretary of the

Army, as the principal Army official responsible for the Army's

environmental programs and policies. Among the responsibilities

specifically assigned to Mr. Koren are the requirements to:

1. Review current environmental policies and establish new

policies as appropriate.

2. Insure Army compliance with national and Department of

Defense policy directives.

3. Review environmental quality considerations of continuing

and future Army actions.

4. Maintain appropriate liaison with Department of Defense and

other Service officials on environmental matters.

-. Develop educational programs to promote an environmental
21

consciousness in the Army.
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Shortly after Mr. Koren was named as the responsible official

for the Environmental Quality Program, a new position was established

in the Army Secretariat, calling for a Special Assistant to the

Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for Environmental Affairs. The.

office of the Special Assistant for Environmental Affairs is indeed

small, consisting of the Special Assistant and one officer. The office

serves as the focal point for environmental matters within the

Secretariat. It is concerned with the review of current programs and

policy, as well as the review of proposed policy as developed by the
22

Army Staff.

To augment this cffice, an Army Environmental Council 1 -s been

established. The regular membership of this council is broad. In

addition to the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army, meibership includes-

a rep es2rtative froin the:

1. General Counsel.

2. Assistant Secretary of the Arm; (Installat -ns and Logistics).

3. Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research and Development).

4. Office of Civil Functions.

5. Secretary of the General Staff.

6. Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics.

7. Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations.

8. Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.

9. Chief of Research and Development.

10. Chief of Reserve Components.

11. Chief of Engineers.
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12. The Surgeon General.

13. The Judge Advocate General.

14. Chief of Information.*

Each of the representatives is to be of general officer or
23

equivalent rank except for those indicated by the asterisk.

The Army Environmental Council has a mission of:

1. Establishing policy and programs to meet the Army's

responsibility in environmental protection.

2. Considering appropriate realignments or reorientation of

existing policy and programs.
24

3. Rendering policy guidance on environmental matters.

To support the Council an Army Environmental Committee has also

been established, with its membership composed of action officers

from the same agencies as the Council. As indicated in Department

of the Army memoranda 15-25, the Committee:

-. will assist the Council by:

(1) Formulating new environmental policies
and programs as directed by the Army
Environmenta7 Council.

(2) Serving as a forum for the exchange of
information and idea9 related to the
formulation of the Army Envi.ronmental Program.

(3) Assisting in the resolutin of interagency
problems on environmental matters,

(4) Assisting in the formuittfon of Army-wide
implementing instructions for the Army

Environmental Program.

(5) Maintaining surveillance over the ongoing
Army Environmental Program and activities,
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(6) Reviewing Army Environmental Impact
Statements and requests for exemption from

L Federal and state pollution control standards
prior to formal approval by ODUSA.

(7) Providing reports and information as
directed by the Army Environmental Council.

2 5

f

This same Department of Army Memorandum establishes a new set

of responsibilities for the Army Staff, and its implementation will

undoubtedly require a rather complete re-write of AR 11-21. It

expands the involvement of the Army Staff considerably in environ-
26

mental mattrs.

SUMARY

Although the Army has no single aocume ,t defining its Envir--mental

Quality program, an active program exists. The major efforts being

made fall within the broad framework of existing policy guidance.

The Army hao reacted to the increasing environmental awareness

organizationally by:

I. Designating a senior member of the Secretariat to be

responsible for environmental matters.

2. Forming a new office at Secretariat level for Environmental

Affairs.

3. Creating an Environme-tal Council and Committee to develop

guidance, monitor, and direct the Arny's efforts.
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CHAPTER IV

FOOTNOTES
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CHAPTER V

AN ASSESSMENT

Pollution is complex and multidisciplinary. What may start as

a local over-application of synthetic nitrogen fertilizers to the

soil may end as an infant death resulting from the drinking of unsaf 1

nitrate-rich water - or less dramatically, in more rapid eutrophication

of lakes and streams. What may begin as a gaseous pollutant in the

air, through nature's own cleaning action, may result in the precipi-

tation of liquid acids that attack masonry or human tissue. What may

start as local water pollution of a stream can be multiplied into a

polluted river that affects several states - or countries. Solutions

to environmental problems require an integrated and well coordinated

approach. Solutions are not merely technical. They have social,

political, and economic overtovios, as well.

The nation has awakened to the pollution threat that faces the

country. The Army, too, has awakened. In the past year the Army

has mode significant changes in the management of its efforts to

support improved environmental quality. The recognition at the

highest lcvels in khe Any of the complexity of the environmental

problem has led to the establishment of an Environaental Council with

broad representation of senior civilian and military members from

the Army Secretariat and Army Staff.
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An alternative to the establishment of a Council to cope with

the problem would have been to establish a new Army Staff element1

to direct the effort, or to increase the responsibility of an

existing element. In my opinion, the Council approach that has

been taken will be a more effective and efficient means to accomplish

the task. To adequately staff a new office with the maay scientific,

political, and social skills required would be not only expensive,

but at this time where staff reductions are being attempted, not

too reasonable. The Council cam assure that in-depth analyses

will be accomplished concurently with other-staff actions more

efficiently. Environmental problems are not easily compartmentalized.

Such problems can best be addressed as the Army Is doing.

The Army, from its many actions and accomplishments in

environmental matters, has demonstrated that it has a policy that

is responsive to, and coincident with, national policy. The Army ap-

pears to have develope-d a program of actions that is based on respect

for basic environmental principles.

From the Army's progress and efforts it is most obvious to the

author that the Army is not only ready and willing to join in the

National fight to protect our environment, but has already begun.

The resources being couwtitted at the Army's high(:st level are indeed

adequate and reasonable.

NALCOLI V, MEEKISON
LTC OrdC
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